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- Time synchronization concepts tailored for IoT;
- Centralized and distributed time synchronization mechanisms for IoT;
- Theoretical time synchronization methods for IoT;
- Synchronization solutions for aerial IoT such as aerial swarms;
- Application of time synchronization in IoT;
- Experimental studies and practical time synchronization results for IoT;
- Design of novel security measures for IoT;
- Cyber attacks and their defenses for IoT;
- Radio frequency fingerprinting identification technologies for IoT;
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- Wireless key generation methods for IoT.
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Electronics is a multidisciplinary journal designed to appeal to a diverse audience of research scientists, practitioners, and developers in academia and industry. The journal is devoted to fast publication of latest technological breakthroughs, cutting-edge developments, and timely reviews of current and emerging technologies related to the broad field of electronics. Experimental and theoretical results are published as regular peer-reviewed articles or as articles within Special Issues guest-edited by leading experts in selected topics of interest.
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